The IAS statin literature update will keep you up-to-date with all recent statin publications, using a curated approach to select relevant articles.

**Statin publications January 2022**

**Add on treatments**


Adherence


Atherosclerosis – Plaque Imaging


Atorvastatin/Rosuvastatin


14. Milner E, Ainsworth M, Gleave M, Bookstaver D. Assessment of Anti-Xa activity in patients receiving concomitant apixaban with strong p-glycoprotein inhibitors and

Basic science


Cancer

4. Larsen SB, Dehlendorff C, Skriver C et al. Prescription rates for commonly used drugs before and after a prostate cancer diagnosis. Cancer Causes Control 2022;


Cost-effectiveness


CVD


Endothelium/inflammation

Ethnicity


FH


Generics


Genetics


Guidelines


7. Chan WK, Tan SS, Chan SP et al. Malaysian Society of Gastroenterology and Hepatology consensus statement on metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver...


**LDL-related parameters**


Lifestyle


Meta-analyses


Metabolic Syndrome - Diabetes


New Treatments


Other


PAD and statins


Pleiotropic effects of statins


Primary Prevention


Registry data


20. Berge CA, Eskerud I, Almeland EB et al. Relationship between hypertension and non-obstructive coronary artery disease in chronic coronary syndrome (the NORIC


Renal Disease


Reviews


Safety and side effects
Stroke and CNS


10. Massardo T, Quintana JC, Risco L et al. Effect of Low-Dose Statins in Addition to Standard Therapy on Brain Perfusion and Neurocognitive Performance in Patients...


Triglycerides/HDL


Trials


Women and elderly


